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(The preceding editorials by Michael Punt and Roger Malina emerged from an
intensive series of d iscuss ions on translation stimu lated by Martin Z ierold in
Budapest during an INTR group meet ing. Since that meeting there have been a
number of other exchanges on the t opic of translation between us, including
e- mail traffic con cerning early drafts. Martin Zierold has been kind enough to
agree t o allow us t o pu blish one of h is responses . Although there is u ltimately
some lac k of synchronisation betw een his commentary and the editorials, the
additional thickn ess it gives to the debate ma kes it seem w orthwhile. -MP)
It is more than mere politeness that I would like t o begin by thanking Roger
Malina and Michael Punt for asking me to reply to their LRQ editorials. It is a
privilege and an honour to be part of the inspiring discussions that take place
within the Leonardo net work and its rich publications. My perspective on both
ed itorials surely is root ed in my personal disciplinary background in m edia
and communication studies. At the same time, the intensive transdiscip linary
discussions on the concept of trans lation at Giessen university’s International
Graduate Centre for the Study of Culture (GCSC) have been much more
inspiring to me than any single disciplinary vantage point.
In his editorial, Michael Punt makes a very important point about media
histor y and the observation of media chan ge/evolution: ‘new’ media at any
given time always seem to tempt researchers (and journalists alike) to vast
overstatements; simultaneously, we can find staggerin g euphoria and massive
cu ltural pessimism on the other side. The equation of today’s e-book hype with
the situation of computer games some years ago seems very apt to me. Similar
comparis ons could be drawn to much older m oments in m edia history, like the
intr oduction of television, radio or even the printing press, all of which have
been met with a concurr ence of enthusiasm and panic.
Historic comparisons like these seem to suggest that in a way both arguments
make a valid p oint: those who call for a more differentiated p osition and stress
that the 'new' phenomena do not replace older practices and media, especially

n ot as quickly as is often claimed, or n ot at all outside the western world .
What is more, the vast social and cultural consequences that are usually
implied in dramatic narrations about the impact of ‘new’ media, quite often
n ever mater ialise in the way they have b een envis aged. On the other hand, the
insistence on the profound newn ess of ‘new’ media and its potential for a real
social and cultural transformation seems to hold true just the same-especially if we look at older moments in media history and their impact,
which we can evaluate t oday in r etrospect much more pr ofoundly than any
contemporary ever could: no one would deny the massive impact the printing
press, or electronic (pre-digital) media have had (and still have) for our
cu ltures and societies. Any world ly- wise claim that puts the enthusiast’s
statements into perspective runs the risk of downplaying the potential ‘new’
media d o have, even though it might be exaggerated or misinterpret ed by its
contemporary proponents.
To me, Viém Flusser is on e of the key thinkers in this context. H e has often
stressed that the historical shift from one dominant medium to the following is
by no means an immediate and smooth transformation. Rather it is a process of
learning how to handle the emerging possibilities of new media technologies.
This development is painful and slow, taking centuries rather than decades.
Thus, Martin Zierold Academic Manager and Executive Board International
Graduate Center for the Study of Culture ( GCSC) Justus-Liebig University
Giess en we can never really understand what ‘n ew’ media ‘mean’ for a cu lture
from a contemporar y perspective, as they always imply us es, which will on ly b e
‘learned’ over a long period of time. In the light of media history, Flusser
ad vocates a very humble p osition : we cann ot ( yet?) understand the codes with
which our new digital techn ologies oper ate--and we might need a very long
time to come to grasp their social and cultural potential. (1)
I completely follow Michael Punt’s scepticism about the term ‘social’ in ‘social
media’. H owever, I have some reservations whether ‘p oor translation’ is the
best way to frame this criticism for theoretical, or rather epistemological
reasons: as Roger Malina points out in his editorial--and as translation studies
have argued for quite a while, translation is not about being ‘correct’ or
‘p oor/false’. Untranslatibility is a fundam ental aspect of every act of
translation. Thus, any translation might seem ‘poor’ judged by external
criteria and particularly by criteria coming from the ‘original’ domain of the
translated. However, a ‘poor’ translation (in which a lot seems to get ‘lost in
translation’ fr om a pur ist’s perspective) could be highly su ggestive, usefu l or
productive and in this r espect might still be a ‘good’ translation.
Consequently, the term ‘poor’ to me simply seems to be a problematic
adjective. Instead of judging translations as ‘poor’, it might be more useful to
elaborate more explicitly on what exactly is lost in translation and why this is
seen as a bad thing in this particular context. Brushing off ‘poor translations’
seems to imply that it cou ld have been p ossible to have a ‘correct’ translation
in the first place. But what would the ‘corr ect’ translation of ‘social’ b e in
digital cultures? This is by no means self- evid ent and will be a question for
many discussions to come.
Roger Malina’s metaphor of ‘non-Euclidian translation’ proves the point how
important the exchanges or translations between arts, humanities and sciences
can b e. The m etaphor seems to b e really catchy and helpful, and it stresses the

relevance of context and agency, rather than suggestin g criteria for ‘true’
translations. As for the image of translation as ‘über-setzen’ in the s ense of
cr ossin g a river , I do like this visualisation. At the same time, this
et ymological imagery again has its boundaries. While it can visualise the
transformations and intranslatibilities of any act of translations, it suggests
two unproblematic, given ‘sides of a r iver’. In many cases , the s ituation seems
to be even more complex, as even the ‘origin’ and the ‘target’ sides of the river
are anything but clear and static givens. If we think about academic concepts
for example, there are examples where we would have t o imagine a fictitious
river with innumerable strands: think about the term ‘memory’ which is used
in computer sciences, medicine, biology, social sciences, history, lit erature,
archival s ciences, psychology etc. with constant transformations and
translations between dis ciplines. Dou we Draaisma has mad e this point in his
inspir ing study how psychological m etaphors of mem ory have always been
interwoven with changing media technologies like the historic wax board,
computer hard drives and today’s metaphors of memory
networks/connectivities. (2) Quite often, it seems extremely hard to identify a
linear journey that a boat might have taken on the river of translation.
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